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staved off (v+) िोक देना, to stop from happening bad.
whenever my father became angry with me, my mother used to stave
off all issues.
Fierce (adj-) भयंकि, horrible.
you may face fiere impacts if your career is not settled in future.
Sceptic (adj-) नास्तिक, one who does not believe in existence of god.
during exams generally we are theist but if the result is not our way,
we become sceptic.
Detractors (n-) स्विोस्ियों, protesters.
we should avoid the companies of detractors who always find
something negative in everything.
Intrusion(n-) घुसपैठ, infiltration.
everyday we read newspaper headlines that some Pakistanies were
killed across the border during intrusion.
Byword(n+) उदाहिण, perfect example.
your actions are the the byword of your character.
Purport(v) अर्थ लगाना, find meaning
The opposition always tries to purport different meaning of any
single word or action of the ruling party.
Tacit(n) अल्पभाषी, understood without spoken.
A mother’s love is always tacit, she well knows what an when her
children want.
Procure(v) परिश्रम से प्राप्त किना, to achieve by hard work
you can procure success in life only through consistent hard work.
Disbanding(v) िोड़ देना, break up
in border movie we saw that the a unit of army was disbanded into
several other units and deployed at different locations.
Fret(n/v) झल्लाहट, annoy
the increasing prices of petrol and diesel are frets for common man.
Dissent(n) असहमस्ि, disagreement.
during childhood i used to get only dissents whenever I used to ask
for anything
Defiance(n) अवज्ञा, disobey.
Ramchandra did not shoe any defiance to his father when he told
him to go for exile.
Interim(adj) अन्िरिम, temporary.,
there is no interim road to success other than hard work and
consistency.

Aadhaar is a 12-digit unique identity
number that can be obtained by residents
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IMPORTANT VOCAB Of “Aadhaar survives”

Aadhaar is the world's largest biometric ID system.
Ministry of Electronics and Information Technology

Pragmatic (adj +) व्यावहारिक, practical.
when we say that we will pluck moon and stars for our loved ones, it
is not pragmatic.

Key people - J. Satyanarayana, IAS, Chairman, UIDAI
Launched - 28 January 2009

IMPORTANT VOCAB Of “Opacity in the name of
privacy”
Opacity(n) अस्पष्टता,
any opacity in your aim will bring dissatisfaction and failure.
Transparency(n) पारदर्शिता, clearness.
Bring transparency in your thoughts as these will reflect your character.
Exempt(v) मक्त
ु करना, free.
The farmers are exempted from paying any tax.
Invasion(n) आक्रमण, attack, raid.
The first Muslim invasion on India was of Nadir Shah.
Dogged(adj) दृढ़, adamant.
Usually our grand parents are of dogged principles as still brides use veil
in villages.
Inadvertently(adv) असावधानी से, unknowingly.
The driver was driving the car inadvertently which caused the accident.
Mangle(v) खंड-खंड करना, destroy
There are records that some Muslim invaders mangled the bodies of
some kings and rulers who protested against them.
Ambit(n) सीमा, range.
Always remember in IBPS PO and CLERK you have to solve those
questions first which are in your ambit.
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